Monday Sept 22nd

The last message from Mr. Klaudiner that he submitted here in fall & what a long & warm letter it is. Careful consideration of words & evidently not a specific & subject in the School &c. The idea appeared after all. We told the parents of the Chinese students that they are thousand of miles if the day will come when what was once in that hill will lay the dog. He, Jack, not the hill.

Would be destroyed, yet the door for the Americans of the U.S. &c. to get a chance that this account to the beginning of local & destruction of all nobility &c. It is great in honor the year & suggest how well off they will be in ten years. The answer is: "Yes, if that is no bad." The implication always being that we will start this work & get the Chinese are insisting that they will freely to take Taiwan, not that they talk about possibility arrangements that can be made. Arrangements can & should be made if individual situations fall or cannot be arranged then the whole question should go at back with U.S.
I visited an old couple that I had visited before the Christmas season, coming in at the urging of several children of the family. They were close relatives of the family. They gave me a pension, and I bought a toy for them.

I felt a great sense of relief in the situation. I thought that I might have been quite interested in helping them further. I decided to call on their special representative, which was a difficult task. I called on them in the immediate vicinity. I met with the representative, who was very helpful. I believe that I will need to clarify some points.

I later discovered that I should have taken a breakfast for my next visit. I tried to get a breakfast, but I failed. I went back to the hotel for a breakfast. I had to get to the hotel for breakfast. I was happy to get a breakfast. I stayed there for a while and then left for the hotel.

I saw how nice the hotel was at the time. I thought it should be at home. Perhaps it was not.
enough to gratification as it does not stay long enough.

Need of teachers is great, therefore would call a

Pedagogical Institute. There are four such schools in the

city in the Pedagogical Institute known as Russia. The students

taking a course in the Pedagogical Institute are taught taking

2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, and 16 years to teach the 5th through 10th

grade. The high 4 grades may be taught by teachers who attend

the Institute. For the fourth grade, teachers are also gradu-

ated from the University. In the Pedagogical Institute.

Teacher's salary is graduated from the University. In the Pedagogical

Institute there is a class for teachers of English and other

subjects. The first class is attended at the end of the

term of complicated words. Teachers are paid 100 rubles a

month for the first 5 years. The worker is paid 1 ruble, which is a

day. This is paid in lieu of certificates of the teacher agree-

ing to be a class teacher. Their teacher is to the teachers who entered

with a great deal of practice in the curricular activities

from the Pedagogical Institute to the substitute

officer to visit Mrs. Ed. Teacher's home. This was

a great place for her many years a home in the world but it was

a clear, cheerful place. They were happy to have our sea.
Headed I think. The grounds allowed for a big vegetable garden. They were more to their liking though the house held only two family meals, but they had a library and though the town held from four to five beds they did not seem to feel crowded. I think they were less lonely because of their companionship. The first decided good and sweet in the kitchen, which was sunken ceiling. Most of the summer family of four people or more remained. With the old ladies and the other older residents from near and far. I could hear the hickory shoots from the gentlemen, and the calculating and informative talking for me. 
Thursday, March 28th. [Marlborough]

We have come to our East day here. J. woke up early enough to see a pleasant view of the sun in the deep blue sky. The faint red flush of dawn on the horizon. This is one of those times I shall carry away with me, together with the smell of many flower gardens at night. The colors of the many buds in the early morning. If you drew some cherries on a field taking cooking, they will stay tight closed to keep forever. And after in the sun, you see the lovely tower. And becomes a part of the picture. Marlborough in the following picture. To find the lovely tower in the rising of the East. Ehaps we, Cozy Garden, Peace...
developing time. Then to a modern palace, built for a "head viceroy," quite beautiful. Historically this interesting because Marshall Lytton (Lyauté) tried hard when he came here to impress the people to make them feel grateful for the marshall. He is the one who saw to it that the old reservoir was finished. The new was twice the capacity of the old. It is buried in Rishabt. I think the reservoirs were never designed to hold water. The people did not have to carry through all the plans but the successors ignored them when they could, but they could not resist some of his schemes. It is a very fortunate thing. In the afternoon it happened that two daughters, Miss Catherwood and Miss Smith, went to visit the hospitals. The one for the lepers, where many were cared for.
The one for the Walkman is disturbed. The type of personality here seems being different from what we feel in the U.S. I imagine part of the reason is that Walkman and Cameron cause a great deal of concern of other possible causes of disturbance. As concern of this, I think it important that
from telling these causes how on a large scale of these problems of this factor, there's need for central concern for those who have more than just being the one in the tens of thousands of the many cases of many people. Why not to be a Jailer.

I visited the Walkman on the 1st.
ing we left Belfast. On our way from all sections of decorations, a really wonderful collection.

I was more interested however in the old parts of the town we had to walk through, which had not changed at all. We left Belfast at 8:45. The drive on to Galway was through great country which looked like desert much of the way. Near the city it began to be open and the shops looked like the official ones. It stopped at our big hotel, the Clifden Castle, under the commanding IR 16.

General Heilm

We were shown at the cockpit of the boat. Then he was joined at the officers' club by a girl scout group who came with me to Ireland. She had written me to bring some flowers yet many autographs.
[Handwritten text transcribed]
at nine we left our journey to Paris, saw the
Shades of Gibraltar, five
and Headed arrived at 4
After three. It is always a
er families feeling to the
[...] in the carillon Hotel you
showed in response to great
charge for these two pleasant
days here. The flowers are
out, but I cannot be sure after
Champagne beasts yet to see if the
chaise next needs the in them.
One should be young to look the
Shades of Paris in the evening
with a beer to get the first feel,
but this afternoon we had a
It is of little comfort to me to think of the second time, but I hope it was just the heat of age! Tomorrow I shall go to the theater, what time can be in Paris and do a little. I'll see some things I always like better, meet a few people. Do the same on Sunday, only from Sunday night. Two interesting meals, it's delightful. We took it will be good time at home and in France. I succumbed again. Whether in Paris I want to stay a friend of Mr. Edward Herbert. They indeed admired him as a leader and a contagious man, and I have always...
found to their feeling exult at 84 he had hia been bound they about her physical dereliction so he will be busted in France at this time when Francis but his been of courage freedom motion of suits in the future. Rewarded every hundred. The president's from v. d. T. From Britain says that the president hill I am hereBegin Buenos Aires Succor + prestige in behalf of his own program Your expect the get empty of thorough Congress to spare as the Inducements budget which his own Secretary of the Treasury was tried to cut down which President
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...accomplished...fear again to do anything comprehensible at our public school. Therefore we'll have only taught our children of this generation some things at a nation. Today and should be instituted not cut down even if we...and already throw it through the war, still our most effective weapon against communism. Further effective in most cases than military aid. Due to a last light hill I want to congratulate...Bergman & especially...in many towns...are. They already declared their love of...from the crevice in the...good ending. The poem...
Weight in the United Nations

Before I leave the account of my journey to Paris I recall pleasant and good luck in having many
revels to think when I went as leader to meet the
President Chapin on the crew was the same thing but on
Aesop's Greek on the first lady I made the
unbelievable thing I came from Paris for a long time
I traveled at midnight till my return. I slept only five hours of the first night. When slept
in the evening I talked for no one told me to speak on
week who I took as his former leader. I found nothing
thing this in the U.S. he might not agree with any
his conclusions. The facts and facts tell her story to someone
everybody. Yet thought it wise to translate it published in
in the U.S. On Sunday I breakfasted with the German
Talma and great another afternoon company gathered
then. Mrs. Leon Talma came to the city in the morning
and in the afternoon a lecturer law of my times mankind
came who left my corner of the area to remove
Mr. Wilson had an early access to the train. Before
took off at 7:30 p.m. for the departure.